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Formal Abstract 

Background: A schizophrenia polygenic risk score (PRS) is an aggregate weighted score of the 
contributions of common genetic variants to schizophrenia risk. PRS has shown to vary across 
studies depending on several factors, one among which is the severity of illness in the study 
sample. Treatment resistant schizophrenia (TRS) is a subgroup of schizophrenia with a severe 
course of illness characterized by poor to no response to more than two types of non-clozapine 
antipsychotics. PRS associations have shown mixed results in TRS ranging from no association to 
higher PRS in TRS patients treated with clozapine. This study examined PRS associations with 
treatment resistance in two chronically ill schizophrenia groups- a sample with chronic schizophrenia 
without treatment refractoriness and another with treatment resistant psychosis (TRS). 

Methods: The TRS sample included 368 participants from the Pennsylvania State Hospital (PASH) 
study. Sample for chronic schizophrenia (N = 408) was extracted from the Clinical Antipsychotics 
Trials of Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE) schizophrenia study. We included two reference 
samples to compare PRS distributions: a community sample from the Philadelphia 
Neurodevelopmental Cohort (N=4867) and a heathy control group (N= 876) constituted from control 
samples from both the PASH and CATIE studies. All data included in the analysis were from 
participants of European American ancestry. Genetic data preprocessing followed well validated 
Psychiatric Genomics Consortium quality control criteria using RICOPILI. PRS scores were 
constructed in PRSice2. PCs regressed PRS z-scores were used to compare distributions across 
datasets. We then fitted a logit model to examine the effects of PCs regressed PRS on treatment 
resistance controlling for age and gender in the PASH and CATIE cohorts. 

Results: Across all groups, mean PRS were higher than average for CATIE (0.44, sd = 0.77) and 
PASH samples (0.26, sd = 0.65), average for PNC (0, sd = 1.06) and less than average for healthy 
controls (-0.32, sd = 0.69). PRS group comparisons were statistically significant (F = 65.14, df = 3, p 
<2e-16). PRS was not associated with treatment resistance (coeff = 0.02, SE = 0.09, p = 0.83). 

Discussion: Our findings are twofold. First our study results suggest that common variants 
associated with schizophrenia, indexed as a PRS, is not associated with treatment resistance. 
Studies with larger sample sizes are essential to further delineate specific genetic factors that may 
contribute to treatment resistance. (2) The difference between PRS scores in the control sample 
and the community sample could be either a desired effect of the control sample selection criteria or 
it could potentially point to selection bias of controls resulting in “well-controls” selected for the 
study. In the absence of detailed information on controls generally used for genome wide 
association studies, future studies are necessary to further delineate how control samples are 
chosen and the downstream implications of such choices.
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